
 

 

Daily Chemical Reaction 
You Sexy Thing – Issaquena Green Power Works To 
Untap The Potential Of Issaquena County, MS 
Key Points: 

➢ Issaquena Green Power Co-CEO and C-MACC Partner Graham Copley will attend the 
Hydrogen Summit in DC, promoting our MS hydropower & green fertilizer project.  

➢ NW Europe natural gas prices have fallen from recent highs but remain significantly 
above US levels, helping to support global chemical prices and favor US production. 

➢ We highlight US ammonia margins relative to Europe and the benefits of ammonia-
integrated urea and fertilizer production relative to riskier non-integrated production. 

➢ We discuss the global hydrogen market and views of the hydrogen cost curve by region 
in 2050. We also flag rising investments in hydrogen and derivative production assets.  

➢ We discuss recent Baltic Exchange Dry Index movements and WoW shifts in North 
American rail traffic. US Dollar strength also continues, moving in favor of imports.  

Exhibit #1: We highlight a basic clean energy flow chart supporting the build-out of our Issaquena 
Green Power project, which will ultimately include a hydropower development. The project targets 
the production of green hydrogen, ammonia, and fertilizer in the South Mississippi Delta. 

 

Source: MDPI, October 2022 

General thoughts. Issaquena Green Power was formed after noticing the substantial opportunities 

within Issaquena County, MS that would benefit the local population, state of Mississippi, and region 

if properly utilized. Does this face significant challenges? Absolutely, but it also holds significant 

rewards if successful. This project is targeting the production of low-cost green hydrogen, ammonia, 

and possibly fertilizer, benefiting consumers by increasing supply within these tight markets and also 

based mostly on an emission-free production chain/footprint. It will also put many people to work in 

Issaquena county, MS, which is one of the poorest counties within the poorest state in the U.S. The 

Issaquena green power project also strikes a number of relevant chords with recently issued gov’t 

policy as well. The project will be mostly based on hydropower, a much-needed but mostly untapped 

resource per recent IRA legislation, it fits in well with recently introduced green hydrogen legislation 

under the inflation reduction act (IRA), and it may extend downstream to apply for support from 
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Today’s Commodities: 

- Plastics (PVC, PP, PE, PU, 
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recently introduced USDA efforts to expand fertilizer production. Our feedback is that Issaquena Green Power will be the largest run-

of-river industrial site globally. We highlight our recent FERC permit application acceptance in LINK. Early next week, C-MACC Partner 

and Issaquena Green Power Co-CEO Graham Copley will be in Washington D.C., to meet with government contacts and attend the 

Hydrogen America Summit. We urge interested parties to contact us to learn about the benefits of our multi-pronged, integrated, 

high-return project in Issaquena County. This report highlights the significantly higher natural gas prices in NW Europe and Asia relative 

to the US. This setting is providing a significant cost advantage for US producers of ammonia and fertilizer amid high prices, but it is 

also hurting our farming community in the form of elevated input costs. Of note, we estimate roughly 20% of global ammonia 

production sits in Russia/Europe and is currently impaired, with quick fixes to this situation unlikely. Our conversations with European 

producers suggest significant concerns in this area and that closures could last until feedstock costs become more competitive. The 

demand for hydrogen and ammonia is not only increasing in existing channels but also broadening. We foresee substantial growth in 

fuel and other industrial downstream application demand during the next two decades that will likely outpace available supply. We 

think our Issaquena Green Power project will help fill this gap. At the same time, we also take a positive long-term view of this market 

for existing producers, such as Nutrien, CF Industries, LSB Industries, Koch Fertilizer, AdvanSix, and peers.  

Energy/Upstream:  

As Europe nears capacity to store natural gas for the winter, it is not surprising to see less desperation reflected in spot LNG prices and 

as Freeport LNG ramps back up we could see either weaker prices in Europe or more demand from Asia. The rubber will hit the road 

as the weather cools and as the inventory drawdown begins in Europe with incremental LNG demand and pricing driven by how 

inventories are moving relative to expectations. There are plenty of variables here, but most are weather-related, not just temperature 

but also sunshine and wind speed as these will dictate renewable power availability. Shortfalls from wind and solar will drive higher 

coal and hydrocarbon utilization for power generation.  

The “drilled but not completed” chart below highlights some of our concerns about US natural gas production going forward as the 

US is still not drilling at a high enough rate to keep pace with potential growth and offset decline rates. Oil and gas production has 

been boosted by completing already drilled wells since 2020, which makes sense, but as the inventory on uncompleted wells falls, the 

industry will become more dependent on new drilling to offset declines and then grow production to meet demand growth, much of 

which will come from the LNG initiatives listed below. Many US energy company still lack enough confidence in energy policy in the 

US to lift E&P spending.  

Exhibit #2: NW European natural gas prices have fallen relative to Asia levels, despite a bit of a rebound mid-week, though both 
remain at significant premiums to US natural gas prices. We also highlight the upward movement in Brent Crude WoW  

 
Source: Bloomberg, C-MACC Analysis, October 2022 
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• Germany Finally Says the F-Word: ‘Fracking’ 

• Baltic Pipe gas calms European nerves over Russian shortfall 

• Damage to Nord Stream Natural Gas Systems Possibly ‘Gross Sabotage,’ Says Swedish Security 

• EIA’s ‘Not Bullish’ 129 Bcf Storage Injection Fails to Stop Natural Gas Futures Rally 

• Gas consumption too high: Germany faces ‘very serious’ situation 

• Italy passes Winter 2022/23 gas-saving measures, restricting domestic heating 

• Poland claims German energy plan will destroy EU’s single market 

• Shale unlikely to pick up the slack after Opec+ cut 

• Russian seaborne crude exports slide to 12-month low as EU ban, price caps loom 

• The EU needs a genuine energy union now 

• U.S. to boost gas exports to Germany under deal with EnBW 

• U.S. natural gas futures down 3% on record output, mild weather forecasts 

• US says ‘nothing off table’ in response to Opec+ oil cuts 

Exhibit #3: Germany’s EnBW to Buy More Venture Global LNG in Ongoing Shift from Russia - NGI 

 
Source: NGI, EIA, October 2022 

Exhibit #4: Number of drilled but uncompleted U.S. wells continues to decline from record in 2020 

 
Source: EIA – Today In Energy, October 2022 
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Supply Chain, Commodity Chemicals, & Chemical Sector News:  

We have a heightened interest in fertilizer given our affiliate company, Issaquena Green Power’s plans to possibly make green fertilizer 

as part of a broader plan to make renewable power based green ammonia in Mississippi. While the focus in the market today is on 

increasing domestic supplies of fertilizer, in Europe and in the US, we see the green element as also important where it can be achieved 

economically – which today is difficult. All the potential new uses for ammonia will need low or zero carbon ammonia; shipping fuels, 

power generation, and as a hydrogen carrier, but some segments of farming are also interested. The measurable value comes in the 

carbon intensity score that green fertilizer provides for any corn, soy, canola, and other crops finding their way into renewable fuels. 

The “net-zero” concept for sustainable aviation fuel relies on the idea that the process to make the fuel consumes as much carbon as 

the fuel produces when burnt – if you use traditionally manufactured Urea as a fertilizer, for example, that adds meaningfully to the 

carbon footprint of the corn you grow. The calls for “urgent” action are likely to fall short, as the timing to build a new ammonia and 

urea complex is long – especially where you might need to develop a new site or where you have long lead time items such as 

compressors. In Europe, the industry would need significant subsidies to offset the high cost of natural gas, and while an ideal might 

be to run the existing ammonia units in Europe of hydrogen derived from electric power, the region is short of power, green or 

otherwise. The other issue with basing Urea production, for example, on electrolyzer derived hydrogen is that you do not have the 

CO2 to react with the ammonia (this would normally come from the SMR along with the natural gas derived hydrogen).  

Meanwhile, ammonia prices are strengthening again on the back of further shutdowns and cutbacks in Europe, and the calls for action, 

whether it is to produce more ammonia or to protect the farmers from the high prices, reflect the idea that the consensus is gravitating 

to the view of longer-term shortages. Note that in one of the charts below, the non-integrated Urea margin is close to zero. In work 

that we did previously on ammonia - “Super Green” For Hydrogen – Not Quite Yet For The First Element – we suggested that other 

potential users of ammonia might be able to bid ammonia away from the fertilizer market. If this is the case, non-integrated Urea 

margins could remain at break-even.  

• Major Weather Factors Combine to Put Fertilizer Prices and Availability in Question 

• Federal Register: Access to Fertilizer: Competition and Supply Chain Concerns 

• Fertilizer producer Yara calls for urgent action to reduce Europe’s dependency on Russia 

Exhibit #5: Ammonia prices remain significantly higher than the 10yr average amid elevated production costs and supply issues. 

 
Source: Bloomberg, C-MACC Analysis, October 2022 
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• Senators Want More USDA Margin Protection Tools. This article highlights that “Senate Agriculture Committee 

Chairwoman Debbie Stabenow, D-Mich., and Sen. John Boozman, R-Ark., wrote USDA officials Tuesday to urge them to 

expand margin protection tools to address the increased risk associated with the elevated costs of fuel and fertilizer and 

volatile commodity prices.” 

• BASF CFO Faces Wild Swings in Energy Prices as Company Looks to Budget for 2023 

Exhibit #6: US ammonia margins are also elevated, mainly the result of the sizable US cost advantage relative to Europe. 

 
Source: Bloomberg, C-MACC Analysis, October 2022 

Exhibit #7: We highlight the higher margins and less volatility garnered by integrated urea production for fertilizer producers than 
non-integrated urea fertilizer producers that face a much more volatile ammonia market. A major benefit of the Issaquena Green 
Power project is that it will be ultimately a fully integrated site from green power to fertilizer, lessening long-term return risks.  

 
Source: Bloomberg, C-MACC Analysis, October 2022 
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Sustainability, Clean Energy, Recycling & ESG:  

It is good to see the Hydrogen Council, McKinsey chart below as it suggests that Issaquena Green Power is on the right track – making 

green ammonia in the US makes sense in the analysis. We are a little surprised by the positioning of hydrogen versus ammonia for 

most countries as transporting hydrogen is very expensive and if you have cheap enough power for hydrogen to make sense then you 

have cheap enough power to convert it to ammonia, which is easier to move around. The other confirmation from the analysis in the 

charts below is that a lot of current hydrogen noise is simply that – noise! Our analysis has always suggested that sources of cheap 

enough and abundant enough renewable power will be a challenge before 2030 and this will limit investment in green hydrogen, with 

so many of the recent announcements either focusing on plans for an undetermined point in the future or small pilot projects. The 

ramp in green hydrogen will only come after a ramp in cheap renewable power and we question whether the “hydrogen hub” ideas 

for the US and Europe should really be “renewable power hubs” first, as without the power infrastructure the hydrogen cannot happen 

cost effectively. We are optimistic that our Mississippi plans could impact supply before 2030, but as the saying goes, we have a lot of 

wood to chop.  

• Everything - Appalachian Hydrogen Hub May Have It All, Including Support from a Key Senator 

• Global Hydrogen Flows: Facilitating the scale of trade 

• Calls on European Commission to protect renewable hydrogen with Delegated Act 

• China could install 100GW of renewable hydrogen capacity by 2030, report predicts 

• Economists Favor Continued Operation of Nuclear Power Plants, Energy Funds in Germany 

• Hydrogen America Summit kicks off next week  

• Optimizing Global Hydrogen Trade Flows Accelerates Energy Transition and Reduces Investment Costs by US$6 Trillion 

Across Supply Chain - Hydrogen Council 

• Scotland “must focus” on green hydrogen as new oil and gas licensing round launches 

Exhibit #8: The Hydrogen Council and McKinsey estimate local hydrogen production is typically favored but adding conversion 
costs favors production of derivatives and trade from the cheapest locations. We show their cost curve estimates for 2050. 

 
Source: Hydrogen Council, McKinsey, October 2022 
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Exhibit #9: The Hydrogen Council and McKinsey estimate after 2030, hydrogen investments will likely accelerate—and out of the 
$10 trillion in investments required by 2050, investments in trade-related infrastructure will account for $1.5 trillion. 

 
Source: Hydrogen Council, McKinsey, October 2022 

Exhibit #10: The Hydrogen Council and McKinsey estimate More than 1,000 ships and 200 million tons per annum (MTPA) of pipe-
hydrogen capacity will be required by 2050 local hydrogen production is typically favored but adding conversion costs favors 
production of derivatives and trade from the cheapest locations. We show their cost curve estimates for 2050 above. 

 
Source: Hydrogen Council, McKinsey, October 2022 
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Other Chemical Industry, Demand & Downstream News:  

The strong US objection to the OPEC production cuts is a reminder of how fragile the global geopolitical balance is today. Higher oil 

prices are good for the US as a net energy exporter, and they are good for the environmentalists as they create a margin umbrella 

which incentivizes renewable fuel and power initiatives. But high oil prices are a major contributor to inflation and inflation is the most 

pressing issue on the agendas in the US and Europe today. As we have noted in prior work, maintaining power as a political party 

during a time of high inflation is extremely challenging, and regardless of how you feel about energy transition or local trade balances, 

or the strength of the dollar, failing to address inflation, where you can, is politically very risky. Several of the headlines below reflect 

the growing political instability as each country looks out for its own best interest in a very uncertain market. We still believe that 

much of the Saudi reasoning for the oil cut is based on a very negative view of the global economy and oil demand as a consequence. 

None of those calling out Saudi Arabia and OPEC is likely to endorse the negative economic view that might be behind the oil move as 

it would be equally unpopular politically. 

• Belarus bans consumer price rises in bid to tame inflation 

• Consumers prioritize Netflix, Amazon Prime over groceries and gas amid inflation 

• 'Bond King' Bill Gross warns the Fed against raising interest rates - saying central bank hikes could spark a credit crunch 

and global depression 

• Germany will damage Europe's internal market by subsidizing consumers and businesses to protect them from the energy 

crisis, Polish prime minister says 

• Four flashpoints that could threaten financial stability 

• Hawkish Fed may not be deterred by spate of inflation-friendly data 

• New cars are finally back in stock — but Americans might not be able to afford them 

• Samsung Expects Earnings to Slump as Consumer Spending Slips 

• Samsung profit plunges in first drop since 2019 as chipmakers feel bite 

• Wharton professor Jeremy Siegel says the Fed is 'slamming on the brakes way too hard' - and the risk of a recession is 

very high 

 

Exhibit #11: Rising rates send Baltic dry bulk index to 10-week peak 

 
Source: Bloomberg, C-MACC Analysis, October 2022 
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Exhibit #12: Total combined weekly rail traffic in North America was 687,974 carloads and intermodal units, down 1.1 percent. 
North American rail volume for the first 39 weeks of 2022 was 26,388,292 carloads and intermodal units, down 2.3 percent 
compared with 2021. North American Chemicals is one of four sectors seeing YTD growth in rail traffic YoY. 

 
Source: Association of American Railroads (AAR), October 2022 
 

Exhibit #13: The US Dollar continues to strengthen, which we view as a plus for imported product demand but a negative for exports 
beyond Energy that are not seeing significantly higher prices abroad. We also flag the continued march upwards in US interest rates 
by showing the rise in mortgage rates, which we think supports our case for falling shelter, food, and consumer good affordability. 

 
Source: Bloomberg, C-MACC Analysis, October 2022 
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Other Relevant Headlines 

Energy/Upstream:  

• Alberta’s New Pro-Oil Premier Is On A Collision Course With Trudeau 

• Austria's Schwechat refinery back at full capacity  

• Canada's Trudeau under pressure from Conservative rival to back new LNG  

• EU and Norway agree ‘joint tools’ to tackle Europe’s gas crisis  

• Hikes in domestic gas prices, new pipeline projects set to boost gas supplies in India 

• Interactive: Global oil flow tracker 

• France Considers Boosting Uranium Enrichment Capacity To Cut Reliance On Russia 

• Injecting Liquidity into Energy Markets ‘Biggest Challenge’ Facing European Governments 

• Europe Is Exporting Its Energy Crisis 

• Munich Re cuts coverage for oil and gas projects 

• New premier in Canada’s oil-rich Alberta set to defy Trudeau 

• Oil prices have surged 13% in 5 days for their biggest weekly gain since March - and OPEC's production cuts set them up 

to stay higher for longer 

• New England, New York Utilities Warn Natural Gas Prices Could Cause Bills to Soar Up to 38% from 2021 – Winter Rate 

Spikes: Part 1 

• Q&A: Opec sec-gen stresses “unanimous decision” on cut  

• OPEC+ move reignites Americans' top worry ahead of November midterms 

• Oil, Coal And Metals Mining Risk $1.9 Trillion Exposure To Natural Resources 

• Saudi Arabia lowers oil prices for Europe but raises them again for the US as White House says OPEC+ is siding with Russia  

• Strikes by energy workers hit French fuel supplies 

• Shell Says LNG Trading in 3Q Sharply Down in ‘Volatile and Dislocated Market’ 

• Shell Braces for Profit Hit From Volatile Natural-Gas Prices, Rising Costs 

• Shell’s Slip Shows Oil and Gas Prices Aren’t Everything 

• The battle for control of the global oil market 

• The Saudi prince’s ominous axis with Putin 

• U.S. Gasoline Prices Are Climbing Again, Pressuring Consumers 

• U.S. Takes Aim at OPEC for Oil Production Cuts 

• U.S. bill pressuring OPEC+ after oil production cut gains momentum 

Supply Chain, Commodity Chemicals, & Chemical Sector News:  

• AdvanSix Provides Update on Third Quarter Turnaround and Expected Financial Results 

• AdvanSix Provides Update on 3Q22 Turnaround and Expected Financial Results. In the release, management notes, “. Our 

outlook for the fourth quarter remains favorable, with expected performance rebounding towards results demonstrated 

in the first and second quarters of this year, supported by our diverse product portfolio, advantage of our business model, 

and strong underlying agriculture and fertilizer industry fundamentals.” 

• US DATA: Weekly corn export sales for MY 2022-23 down 125% on week and below market expectations 

• International Grains Council sees soybean stocks rise 

• Long-term planning needed to preserve Europe’s position in petchems 

• Barentz acquires specialty distributor Viachem 

• Virginia governor's proposed 2022 Energy Plan sees role for hydrogen 

• Chemicals supply chains lengthening, security of supply increasingly important – Vopak CEO 

• Orlen model petchem margin falls in September 

• BASF and Hannong Chemicals plan non-ionic surfactants production JV 

• BASF completes E15x series with new hydrogenation catalysts increasing efficiency and performance 
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• IPACKCHEM acquires majority stake in TPG Plastics 

• Europe highest cost chemicals producing region, shutdowns encourage imports 

• SABIC names Conventus Polymers as new distribution partner for specialty thermoplastics in North America 

• Scoular Acquires Walker Products' Grain Elevator in Lincoln, Kansas 

• October contract price of ethylene in Europe decreased by EUR45 per ton 

• October contract prices of benzene in the US decreased 

• Qatar’s first PVC plant to be completed in mid-2025 

• September contract price of PVC in the US decreased 

• Success in the new HDPE world: Tactics must be accompanied by a whole new strategy 

• So far, chem earnings highlight drag from Europe, Asia, energy 

• Solvay expands Amodel PPA capacity to address growth in demand in the automotive industry 

• TotalEnergies announces EUR200 per tonne increase in PE and PP prices in October 

• US opens new cobalt mine as EV battery needs grow 

• ACC Releases August 2022 Resin Production and Sales Statistics. This ACC update estimates “U.S. production of major 

plastic resins totaled 7.9 billion pounds during August 2022, a decrease of 1.8 percent compared to the prior month, and 

an increase of 0.7 percent compared to the same month in 2021, according to statistics released today by the American 

Chemistry Council (ACC).  Year-to-date production was 63.6 billion pounds, a 4.8 percent increase as compared to the 

same period in 2021.” 

• We highlight farm market morning commentary from The Andersons to close the week in LINK. 

• Venator provides 3Q22 business update. Within the release, management notes, “During the third quarter we saw a 

meaningful decline in sales volume for our TiO2 products in the European and Asian regions. We expect to report third 

quarter TiO2 sales volumes to be approximately 25% lower than in the second quarter. With limited outlook visibility and 

persistently high European energy costs, we have reduced production at our Uerdingen, Germany, facility to minimal 

levels and are reducing production at our Duisburg facility in Germany as well. We are also implementing other cost 

mitigation actions across the business. Demand for products from our Performance Additives businesses has been more 

resilient and the segment continues to perform reasonably well.” 

Sustainability, Clean Energy, Recycling & ESG:  

• Aer Soleir signs PV agreement with NRG+ 

• Aukera acquires 1000MW of German solar projects  

• Analysis: Texas agency may keep BlackRock funds in test for new fossil fuel law 

• Canadian Coast Guard trials biodiesel usage 

• Carbon recycler LanzaTech strikes financing deal with Brookfield 

• Cenntro’s Logistar 400 All Electric Commercial Vehicle Completes EPA Tests 

• Chevron, CalBio expand scope of dairy biomethane fuel partnership 

• Chevron Backs Cow Manure to Vehicle Fuel Conversion Projects 

• Clearing the fog around heavy industry’s carbon market claims  

• Climate aid target ‘will be met in 2023’, EU finance ministers say 

• Dispelling the myths about hydrogen and heating 

• Germany’s Largest Power Producer RWE Commits to Exit Coal by 2030 

• Electric vehicle push prompts ‘reinvention’ at car parts suppliers 

• Enefit Green AS acquires two Estonian solar projects  

• Fortescue advances hydrogen project at Incitec ammonia plant in Australia 

• Having an ESG strategy is now a competitive business advantage  

• Dow on the need for a careful approach to bio-based plastics to drive circularity 

• Europe R-PET faces tough challenges for Q4 and 2023 

• FEATURE: Torm looking at methanol, ammonia as pathway to maritime decarbonization 
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• First North Sea certificates for the transport of renewable hydrogen issued  

• Helm targeting investments for sustainable solutions 

• Indian carbon credits to be sold both domestically and internationally: minister 

• Japanese firms to study blue ammonia in Alaska  

• Fusion Fuel to supply €2m worth of solar-to-hydrogen systems to Portuguese hydrogen project 

• Europe recycling chain faces uncertain future 

• A high-performance catalyst that dissolves polyester and realizes chemical recycling 

• Johnson Matthey to recycle fuel cells in China 

• LG Chem–Yonsei University partner to develop next-generation battery materials technology 

• Liberty Energy CEO Calls Energy Transition A Myth  

• Making sense of Carbon Markets and Registries 

• High Power Prices Are Undermining Europe's Renewable Energy Plans | OilPrice.com 

• Michael Bloomberg’s Green Subsidies 

• Moog and Komatsu to Demonstrate Fully Electric Wheel Loader 

• New Independent Study Confirms Bio-LNG’s Role in Shipping’s Decarbonisation 

• Neste welcomes two new partners to sell renewable diesel in Germany 

• New research “major step” toward perpetually recyclable plastic 

• New U.S. study: damage per ton of CO2 costs $185 per ton, not the official $51 

• Policy headwinds for clean hydrogen in Europe temporary: Hydrogen Council 

• Port of Long Beach joins hydrogen partnership to develop market in California 

• Posco and GS Group to establish battery-recycling JV 

• Solvay Sodi plans to build steam plant powered by alternative fuels in Bulgaria 

• Singapore develops national standard for marine biofuels 

• Spolchemie plans options for hydrogen by-product 

• Sidel commits to the circular economy by joining R-Cycle 

• Technip Energies to perform FEED for gas plant associated with carbon capture in Malaysia 

• Toshiba’s New Large-scale Production Technology for Electrolysis Electrodes for Hydrogen Production from Renewables 

Cuts Iridium Use to 1/10 

• Tesla Aims to Deliver First Semitrailer Trucks in December to PepsiCo 

• The Energy Gang looks ahead to COP27 

• The energy crisis – what’s on CEOs’ minds?  

• TotalEnergies to offer biofuel for ships in Singapore from 2023 

• UK electric vehicle maker Arrival announces its first van 

• UK solar farm hosts drone trial 

• US R-PET demand outlook mixed through to year end 

• Zero Emissions Steel Startup Electra Raises $85 Million 

Other Chemical Industry, Demand & Downstream News:  

• AMD warns of third-quarter revenue shortfall on weaker PC demand, supply chain issues 

• AMD Cuts Revenue Forecast Amid Worst Slump in PC Shipments in Years 

• Beer, Wine and Spirits Makers Face Push to Say What Is in Their Drinks 

• Car Carrier Earnings Projecting USD 150k Per Day in 2023 

• Companies Have Changed Sourcing Strategies 

• Crowded French petrol stations suffer from supply ‘tensions’  

• Costco Not Ready to Cut Prices as Shipping, Commodities Costs Fall 

• Euro-Area Mortgage Rates Hit Seven-Year High: Chart 
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• Exclusive: Indian car makers propose tax cut on imports in trade deal with Britain 

• Exclusive: Samsung, SK Hynix to be spared brunt of China chip crackdown by U.S. 

• FBX Index: Back to 2020 levels 

• Have you been hit by rising mortgage rates? 

• Germany’s Industrial Output Drops As Energy Prices Soar 

• How the cost of living crisis is squeezing UK households 

• Japan's foreign reserves drop by record on market shakeout, FX intervention 

• Low Mississippi Water Levels a Growing Concern for U.S. Exports and Basis Levels at and After Harvest 

• North American chemical railcar traffic fell by 2.2% 

• Risk-averse investors pile into cash at fastest rate since April 2020 

• N. America chemical rail weakening since August 

• Redfin Reports Lurching Mortgage Rates Spook Homebuyers 

• The risks from derivatives have morphed 

• SHIPPING QUARTERLY: Asia freight rates seen firmer in Q4 despite OPEC+ output cut 

• UK banks: mortgages are bringing an embarrassment of riches 

• U.K. Bond Markets Come Under Pressure Again 

• UK house price growth cools as rate rises pinch 

• Unemployment rate falls to 3.5% in September, payrolls rise by 263,000 as job market stays strong 

• US job growth slowed in September, still solid  

• U.S. job growth strong in September as labor market forges ahead 

• US employers added 263,000 new jobs in September as ‘cracks’ appear in labor market 

• Walmart to lay off about 1,500 workers at Atlanta fulfillment center 
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Flow Charts & Ancillary Data 

Ex. 14 Specialty versus commodity 

 

Ex. 15 Chemical industry characteristics 

 

 

 
Source: SRI consulting, C-MACC, October 2022  Source: C-MACC, October 2022 

Ex. 16 Chemical industry and its upstream and downstream industries  

 
Source: C-MACC, October 2022 
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Ex. 17 Petrochemical Industry Production Flow – a look at the commodities and their end use 

 
Source: C-MACC, October 2022 
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Ex. 18  The conversion of petrochemicals to primary intermediates/derivatives 

 

Source: C-MACC, October 2022 

Ex. 19  Intermediates & derivative conversion to end markets 

 

Source: C-MACC, October 2022 
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